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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study explores the potential for a mixed use development on a site, located
adjacent to the River Nene in Northampton town centre. The masterplan strategy
responds to the character of the site by providing an urban edge of commercial
uses which face the city and St Peter’s Way. The urban edge is softened by smaller
residential units as the site extends towards the river and enhanced areas of public
realm are implemented to promote visual and physical connections to the riverside
and Foot Meadow beyond.
The historic relevance of shoe making in Northampton is used as a design metaphor
to inform the materiality of the scheme and architectural concept. The proposed
masterplan for the site includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plot 01 – Commercial Office Development – 10,074 sqm
Plot 02 – Commercial Office Development – 5,085 sqm
Plot 03 - Hotel Development – 5,400 sqm
Plot 04a – Residential - 1,976 sqm
Plot 04b – Residential – 1,998 sqm
Plot 04c – Residential - 3913 sqm

The study provides an overview of the potential of the site at feasibility stage
however, as the study progresses beyond feasibility level, the flood risks highlighted
as a constraint in this report must be formally assessed in order to understand any
impact this might have on the future development zone.

ILLUSTRATION OF VIEW TOWARDS PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT FROM FOOT MEADOW
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1. SITE LOCATION

TRAIN
STATION

NORTHAMPTON TOWN CENTRE
The site is located in a historical part of Northampton just north of Foot Meadow, on the
periphery of the urban centre. The site benefits from a range of existing amenities, the
newly redeveloped Northampton Train Station is a 3 minute walk from the site and the
current town centre is 5 minutes walk away. Vehicular access is achieved directly off St
Peter’s Way which runs along the Northern and Eastern boundaries of the site. Due to
the dominance of St. Peters Way as a primary vehicular route, pedestrian access into
the site is currently limited to a series of under utilised perimeter footpaths accessed
via a pedestrian crossing directly adjacent to the train station.

URBAN
CENTRE

The site’s historic significance and proximity to Northampton town centre, gives the
site the potential to contribute positively to the character of the area. The River Nene
runs along the Southern site boundary which also presents an opportunity for a new
Architecture that engages with this historic waterway and re-connects the site to Foot
Meadow.
FOOT
MEADOW

RIVER
NENE

SITE LOCATION
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2. PREVIOUS PROPOSALS

FOUR WATERSIDE NORTHAMPTON
KIER
A feasibility study has already been undertaken on the site by Kier Construction who
explored the potential to develop a masterplan for a series of landmark offices. The
study proposed a new commercial complex named Four Waterside which provided
a series of flexible office developments ‘designed to create a vibrant location for
commerce delivering a place where your staff will want to work’.
The proposals aimed to deliver a high quality and sustainable development, creating
jobs for local people as well as providing a highly desirable location for inward
investment. The buildings were designed so that staff could operate in an environment
which enabled them to communicate and collaborate effectively offering floorplates
of approximately 20,000sqf.

MASTERPLAN OF FOUR WATERSIDE BY KIER CONSTRUCTION

Whilst this scheme had been considered, it has not been developed by Kier therefore
the site remains vacant.

3D MASSING VISUAL OF FOUR WATERSIDE BY KIER CONSTRUCTION

VISUAL OF OFFICE ENTRANCE AT FOUR WATERSIDE BY KIER CONSTRUCTION
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VISUAL OF OFFICE ENTRANCE AT FOUR WATERSIDE BY KIER CONSTRUCTION

MASTERPLAN DRAWING OF FOUR WATERSIDE BY KIER CONSTRUCTION
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3. SITE ANALYSIS

SITE OPPORTUNITIES
The site offers many opportunities which are considered throughout the feasibility
study.
The site is approximately 20,000sqm and has two corner plots to the east and west
which have the potential to become commercial anchors. The first engages with the
train station to the north west corner of the site and the second links to a primary
road junction to the north east corner of the site. Due to their extensive commercial
frontage, the two corner sites provide an appropriate setting for potential office
developments.

SITE AERIAL LOOKING NORTH

The south west boundary frames the river and overlooks a large urban park which
forms a green island in between the north and south banks of the river. There is an
opportunity for the proposed scheme to link to the foot meadow both visually and
physically to promote links to nature in an urban setting and encourage sustainable
wellbeing for all users.
The site boasts a central urban location and benefits from a range of mixed use
accommodation and local amenities within walking distance. St James Retail Park
and Becket Retail Park are within walking distance to the west, the university of
Northampton Innovation Centre neighbours the north west corner and the historic city
area is a 4 minute walk to the east. There are many existing car parks adjacent to the
site which could be used to support any development that occurs, should additional
off site car parking be required.
SITE CONSTRAINTS
Whilst the site offers many opportunities there are some constraints which should be
considered.
St Peter’s Way sits to the northern boundary, it is a main road into an out of the city
and will experience heavy traffic flow. This will create noise pollution which will need
to be managed effectively.

SITE AERIAL LOOKING SOUTH

A sewer runs underneath the site, this represents a significant constraint as it cannot
be built upon and is protected by a wide easement. This creates a no build area which
segregates the site across the north east and south west axis.

SITE AERIAL LOOKING EAST
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SITE CHARACTERISTICS

The site is located adjacent the River Nene and, as such, has an attractive, green
riverside edge. The river provides a natural feature on the edge of the site however,
the site itself has a hard industrial character similar to that of the wider city.
Access to site is taken directly from the A4500 onto Tanner Street to the east or Green
Street to the west. There is a residential estate just off Green Street which is accessed
from Emerald Way. The estate includes a series of red brick, terraced units, 3 storeys
high with pitched roofs. The units benefit from views across the river towards Foot
Meadow beyond. A red brick wall runs along the north eastern extent of the site along
the River Nene creating a physical and visual barrier segregating the site from the
river.

SITE SECTION

Foot Meadow is managed by Northampton Council and provides a large green open
urban public park which is accessible via a footbridge a short walk away from the site.
This provides a visual green buffer from the site.
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VIEW FROM FOOT MEADOW INTO SITE

VIEW FROM NORTH WEST CORNER OF SITE

EXISTING RESIDENTIAL WITH RELATIONSHIP TO RIVER NENE

VIEW LOOKING WEST TOWARDS INNOVATION CENTRE

SITE SECTION

VIEW LOOKING EAST TOWARDS NORTHAMPTON GASLIGHT CO.

VIEW FROM SITE TOWARDS FOOT MEADOW

APPROACH TO EMERALD WAY FROM GREEN STREET
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FLOOD RISKS

The site is identified on the Environment Agency’s records as a Flood Zone 3 area
which benefits from flood defences. There is a current flood defence in place which
runs along the riverside.
The Environment Agency’s drawings also highlight significant flood storage areas
upstream and downstream of the site which suggests that there is already a flood
defence strategy in place for the city centre from which this site benefits. As the study
progresses beyond feasibility level, the flood risks must be formally assessed in order
to understand any impact this might have on the future development zone.
Avison Young have undertaken an assessment of the site’s flood risk and commenced
discussion with the Environment Agency to agree how best to deal with any potential
flooding.

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY’S FLOOD MAPPING FOR SITE
12
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SITE HISTORY

There are historical maps which demonstrate that the site has always been mixed
use and has a strong industrial heritage. The north eastern corner of the site was
predominantly utilised for industrial use housing two large gasometers. Tanner
Street was used to provide access to the terraced residential units surrounding
the gasometers. Terraced residential units also fronted Green Street where they
met further industrial buildings to the west of the site, close to the Malt House and
Tannery. As such there is precedent for both small scale residential towards the
centre of the site and large scale massing to the north eastern and north western
corners.
Built on a shoe making industry, Northampton boasts many of the world’s finest
shoemakers and has a proud heritage dating back almost 900 years. As such, there
is an opportunity to celebrate the location of the previous shoe tannery on the site by
seeking to represent some of the craftsmanship and materiality of the shoemaking
throughout the design proposals.

TANNERY PLUNGE POOLS
14
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ST PETER’S WAY GASOMETER

BARKERS SHOE FACTORY, NORTHAMPTON EARLY 20TH CENTURY

SITE PLAN C.1900

View: Northamptonshire XLV.9 (Hardingstone; Northampton) - Ordnance Survey 25 inch England and Wales, 1841-1952
https://maps.nls.uk/view/114479753
SITE PLAN C.1942
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4. MASTERPLAN

SITE STRATEGY DIAGRAMS
The series of diagrams adjacent illustrate the conceptual design approach to the
masterplan of the site which provides a strategic framework for the development.
SITE CONTEXT
The site benefits from a series of character areas. The urban edge to the north faces
the hard infrastructure and dense urban grain of the city. Consequently, the site
has an urban quality to the north and a softer riverside quality to the south which
overlooks the river and historic park of the Foot Meadow.

SITE CONTEXT

STEP ONE

STEP TWO

STEP THREE

STEP ONE
The first strategy seeks to better connect the site to the existing historic park over
the river. The masterplan will endeavour to provide this relationship by establishing
visual and physical connections towards the river which are strategically placed to
celebrate key views.
STEP TWO
The second strategy builds on this approach as the massing of the proposed
residential units are used as an urban design tool to frame the visual and physical
connections. The housing units are arranged around the key views identified and in
doing this, the massing of the residential units is broken down into a more appropriate
scale as users progress towards the riverside edge.
STEP THREE
The third strategy complements the newly established residential riverside frontage
by introducing a new walking loop which connects the proposed development to
the existing Foot Meadow allowing both sites to naturally integrate into one holistic
development.
STEP FOUR
The fourth strategy aims to better connect the urban edge of the site to the north with
the riverside setting by establishing a new vista across the centre of the site from the
roadside. This provides a focal point for the development to allow for an active and
engaging central public realm which thoroughly celebrates the riverside.
STEP FIVE
The fifth strategy aims to anchor the two corners of the development by introducing
two commercial nodes at either side of the site, one which faces to the train station to
the west and another which looks towards the city centre to the east.
CONCEPT
The overall strategy is a combination of these steps and provides a range of uses
which are strategically placed to respond to the urban context to the north and
celebrate the riverside context and Foot Meadow to the south.
AERIAL C.2018
STEP FOUR
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STEP FIVE

CONCEPT DIAGRAM
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MASSING & SITE PLAN

The site is split into four plots which address the opportunities and constraints
discussed in the previous sections of this study. Overall, the strategy for
accommodation is to provide an urban edge of commercial uses which face the city
along St Peter’s Road and soften these building towards the river by introducing small
scale residential accommodation that relates to the urban park to the south.
The masterplan takes precedent from the historical urban grain, the two corner
junctions once utilised for large industrial buildings to the North East and North West
are developed to accommodate large scale commercial developments.
The large north western plot provides c.5350sqm usable area for either a landmark
office or hotel, which would take advantage of the extensive commercial frontage
onto the busy road. Similarly, the north east corner plot provides c.4650sqm of area,
a large office is proposed to take full advantage of the corner plot which is highly
visible on approach from all surrounding roads. Another office or hotel development
is proposed in-between the large commercial plots, this completes the urban edge
to the roadside and creates an acoustic buffer between the road and the proposed
residential plot which lies adjacent the River Nene.
A spine road runs through the centre of the site to provide access to both the
commercial buildings of the urban edge and the softer residential buildings which
sit adjacent the riverside. The residential units are much smaller in scale and benefit
from visual connections across the river towards the foot meadow beyond, providing
an urban oasis in the heart of Northampton.

SITE PLAN & ASSOCIATED PLOTS
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SITE MASSING VISUAL
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PLOT 03

87 CAR PARKING
SPACES

BLOCK 04A
15 GROUND FLOOR CAR
PARKING SPACES

SITE PLAN & ASSOCIATED PLOTS
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PLOT 01
76 TOTAL CAR
PARKING SPACES

PLOT 02

142 GROUND FLOOR
CAR PARKING SPACES

BLOCK 04B
16 GROUND FLOOR CAR
PARKING SPACES

PLOT 04

23 GROUND FLOOR CAR
PARKING SPACES

BLOCK 04C
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5. PLOT 01

COMMERCIAL OFFICE DEVELOPMENT
Plot 01 benefits from an expansive corner site, the site is viewed on arrival from
multiple roads that come to a junction located at the eastern perimeter. This
prominent location will provide fantastic visibility for any occupier who takes space
within this unit.
The site is close to the town centre with 76 allocated car parking spaces available on
site and convenient access to off-site public parking in various locations throughout
the town centre. St Peter’s Way Car Park, 12 Gregory Street Car Park, Commercial
Street Car Park, Sol Northampton Car Park, Doddridge Street Car Park, Chalk Lane
Car Park and Northampton Station Car Park are all within walking distance from the
site. Public transport is also readily accessible, the train station is just a 3 minute walk
and there are various busses available from bus stops located along St Peters way and
the surrounding roads. The prominent corner site provides the opportunity to develop
a new landmark for the town which is representative of Northampton’s heritage and
prosperity as a thriving community.
The proposed office plot provides 10,074sqm/105,000sqf over 6 floors with a central
core. The floor plates are designed to accommodate a range of occupancies and
provide a flexible workplace which is readily adaptable to suit the requirements of
most potential tenants. Furthermore, the floor plates can be split into a number of
separate workplaces to allow for multi- occupancy on each floor. Each workplace
is accessed directly from the central core creating an agile, adaptable and future
proof office environment which can accommodate the spatial requirements of small,
medium and large corporations.
ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE
Drawing on the historical narrative of shoe making in Northampton, the architecture
seeks to celebrate the historic process of shoemaking to give the office building an
exclusive aesthetic responding to it’s context. This could result in a unique facade
design which is representative of the weaving process from the ‘aglet’ at roof level
to the ‘spindle’ at ground floor level, this has created an intriguing design solution in
which the heritage of the place.

TYPICAL OFFICE FLOOR PLAN

OFFICE AREA SCHEDULE
OFFICE FLOORS

MEETING ZONES

OFFICE AREA PER FLOOR
TOTAL : 1280 SQM / 6 FLOORS

ZONE PER FLOOR
TOTAL :204SQM / 6 FLOORS

TOTAL AREA : 7680SQM

TOTAL AREA : 1224 SQM

PLOT 01

PLOT 03

PLOT 02

CIRCULATION

PLOT 04

PLOT 04A

PLOT 04B

FOOT MEADOW

PLOT 04C

AREA PER FLOOR
TOTAL : 195SQM / 6 FLOORS
TOTAL AREA : 1170SQM

KEY PLAN PLOT 01
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GROSS BUILDING AREA
10,074 SQM
10,5000SQF
76 CAR PARKING SPACES

1. AGLET
1

2. LACE
2

3

3. FORMING MOMENT

4

4. THREADS OF LINEN

WOVEN ELEVATION CONCEPT

5

5. SPINDLE

SPINDLE

NORTHAMPTON SHOE FACTORY

PROPOSED OFFICE ELEVATION
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6. PLOT 02

COMMERCIAL OFFICE DEVELOPMENT
Plot 02 provides 5,085sqm / 54,700sqf of office accommodation split across 3 floors.
Each floor can be split centrally to provide two smaller offices with a shared core
serving both. There are approximately 142 car parking spaces; 70 across two levels
within the footprint of the building and 72 are incorporated into the hard landscaping
surrounding the building, although it is anticipated that off-site parking or public
transport will also be used.

TYPICAL CAR PARK FLOOR PLAN

ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE
Northampton began as an Anglo-Saxon village. The boundary of a historic palisade
fortfication was discovered on site which marked the Anglo-Saxon village named
Burh which ran through part of the site. As such, the architectural language of the
office makes reference to this history and the materiality of the palisade which once
surrounded the town. The vertical, timber structures are referenced through the
design of the façade creating an interesting rhythm across the extent of the office
development which gives the proposed building a relevant and contextual historical
narrative.

TYPICAL OFFICE FLOOR PLAN

OFFICE AREA SCHEDULE

PLOT 01

PLOT 03

PLOT 02

OFFICE FLOORS

MEETING ZONES

OFFICE AREA PER FLOOR
TOTAL : 1460SQM / 2 FLOORS
810SQM/ 1 FLOOR

ZONE PER FLOOR
TOTAL : 130SQM / 2 FLOORS
80SQM / 1 FLOOR

CAFE AREA - 3RD FLOOR
TOTAL: 475SQM
TOTAL AREA : 4,205 SQM

TOTAL AREA : 340 SQM

CIRCULATION
PLOT 04

PLOT 04A

PLOT 04B

FOOT MEADOW

KEY PLAN PLOT 02
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PLOT 04C

AREA PER FLOOR
TOTAL : 180SQM / 3 FLOORS
TOTAL AREA : 540 SQM

GROSS BUILDING AREA
5,085SQM
51000SQF
142 CAR PARKING SPACES
ANGLO SAXON PALISADE FORTIFICATION

NEW OFFICE ELEVATION
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7. PLOT 03

HOTEL DEVELOPMENT
Plot 03 provides a hotel of 10,074sqm/ 105,000sqf over 4 floors including standard
rooms, town house rooms, family rooms and accessible rooms. 87 car parking
spaces are provided for guests. The rooms are located towards the outside edge
of the building allowing natural light to penetrate the rooms, all circulation takes
place along the inside edge facing towards a generous external courtyard space. The
footprint of the development responds to the site constraints associated with the
sewer easement and site boundary.

PLOT 01

PLOT 03

PLOT 02

PLOT 04

PLOT 04A

PLOT 04B

PLOT 04C

FOOT MEADOW

KEY PLAN PLOT 03
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PLOT 03 PLAN
/ Level 04

TASIGO HOTEL, GAD ARCHITECTURE
HOTEL AREA SCHEDULE

STANDARD ROOM

FAMILY ROOM

ROOMS PER FLOOR : 22
TOTAL ROOMS : 88 / 4 FLOORS

ROOMS PER FLOOR : 7
TOTAL ROOMS : 28 / 4 FLOORS

ROOM AREA : 28SQM
AREA PER FLOOR : 616SQM

ROOM AREA : 33SQM
AREA PER FLOOR : 231SQM

TOTAL AREA : 2464SQM

TOTAL AREA : 924SQM

TOWN HOUSE ROOM

ACCESSIBLE ROOM

ROOMS PER FLOOR : 1
TOTAL ROOMS : 4 / 4 FLOORS

ROOMS PER FLOOR : 2
TOTAL ROOMS : 8 / 4 FLOORS

ROOM AREA : 52SQM
AREA PER FLOOR : 52SQM

ROOM AREA : 33SQM
AREA PER FLOOR : 66SQM

TOTAL AREA : 208SQM

TOTAL AREA : 264SQM

CORE
AREA PER FLOOR
TOTAL : 65QM / 4 FLOORS
TOTAL AREA : 260SQM

TOTAL BUILDING AREA
5,400 SQM
58,127SQF
87 CAR PARKING SPACES

CIRCULATION
TOTAL : 1280SQM

TASIGO HOTEL, GAD ARCHITECTURE
Four Waterside Feasibility Study
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8. PLOT 04 - BLOCK 04A & 04B

BLOCK 04A
Block 04A provides an array of 1 & 2 bed apartments over 4 floors. The block is linear
in form to take advantage of the riverside setting, respond to the site constraints and
to allow natural light to penetrate the north and south elevations of each apartment.
BLOCK 04B
Similarly, Block 04B provides an array of 2 bed apartments and 2 bed duplex
apartments over 4 floors. The block also takes on a linear form. It is located in
between Blocks 04A & 04C to allow for a pedestrian route in between the blocks to
provide access to the riverside.
CAR PARKING

PROPOSED APARTMENT LAYOUT BLOCK 04B

There are 62 car parking spaces allocated to the residential developments across
blocks 04A, 04B and 04C. Car parking, access and storage are located at ground floor
within the footprint of each residential building to create a flood resilient ground floor
construction - further work with the Environmental Agency may enable alternative
ground floor uses to be considered.

BLOCK 04B AREA SCHEDULE

PLOT 01

PLOT 03

PLOT 02

PLOT 04

PLOT 04A

PLOT 04B

PLOT 04C

21500SQF
FOOT MEADOW

16 CAR PARKING SPACES
KEY PLAN PLOT 04 A&B
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PROPOSED APARTMENT LAYOUT BLOCK 04A

BLOCK 04A AREA SCHEDULE

21270SQF

PROPOSED DUPLEX AXO

15 CAR PARKING SPACES
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8. PLOT 04 - BLOCK 04C

BLOCK 04C
Block 04C is deeper in plan that Blocks 04A & 04B, vertical circulation is taken from a
central core and access to each unit is provided by elevated walkways situated around
a seven storey atrium. The block provides a series of 1 bed and 2 bed apartments over
7 storeys however the top two storeys are cut back in order to respond to Block 04B
which sits at only two storeys.
CAR PARKING
There are 54 car parking spaces allocated to the residential developments across
blocks 04A, 04B and 04C. Car parking, access and storage are located at ground floor
within the footprint of each residential building to create a flood resilient ground floor
construction - further work with the Environmental Agency may enable alternative
ground floor uses to be considered.

PROPOSED APARTMENT LAYOUT BLOCK 04A

BLOCK 04B AREA SCHEDULE

PLOT 01

PLOT 03

PLOT 02

PLOT 04

PLOT 04A

PLOT 04B

FOOT MEADOW

KEY PLAN PLOT 4C
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PLOT 04C

42120 SQF
23 CAR PARKING SPACES

PROPOSED TWO BED APARTMENT AXO

PROPOSED ONE BED APARTMENT AXO
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8. PLOT 04

RESIDENTIAL MASSING & CONTEXT
The residential component of the masterplan provides a fantastic opportunity to
re-establish the relationship the site has with the riverside and connect to the existing
Foot Meadow to the south. The scheme proposes low rise residential accommodation
adjacent the river edge to provide an appropriate scale of development which does
not overpower the riverside context and celebrates vistas both to and from the Foot
Meadow.
The image on the opposite page demonstrates how the scale of the residential
accommodation complements the riverside context, this is supported by an enhanced
landscaping strategy which extends the Foot Meadow from the south, bringing it into
the site creating an urban oasis. In doing this, the urban edge towards the north is
softened as users infiltrate through the site towards the residential units and vistas
towards green public realm, Foot Meadow and river are opened up for all to enjoy.
RESIDENTIAL MASSING PRECEDENTS
An architectural precedent which celebrates the old Northampton Warehouses which
previously occupied the site could be used to provide an appropriate architectural
response to the setting. The warehouses were typical of the area and those that
remain are a symbol of the historic thriving industry. The precedents adopt a pitched
roof scape set along an active street scape which breaks the massing of terraced
housing down to an appropriate scale whilst acknowledging the historic relevance of
the area.

MEWS KENT, MORRIS+COMPANY

BRENTFORD LOCK, MORRIS+COMPANY

BRENTFORD LOCK, MORRIS+COMPANY

HISTORIC FACTORY ON SITE

KEY PLAN PLOT 04
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VISUALISATION TAKEN FROM THE FOOT MEADOW LOOKING TOWARDS THE SITE
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“By 1831 a third of all the men
living in Northampton were
shoemakers.”

8. PLOT 04

RESIDENTIAL RIVERSIDE CONTEXT
The adjacent image shows the relationship between Foot Meadow, River Nene and
the residential units. The residential units create an active and engaging riverfront
context, the River Nene can be enjoyed simply visually or for recreational purposes
as a river walk or for water based activities. The units provide a mix of two storey and
three storey housing to create a visual relief between the blocks creating a village like
vernacular which sits comfortably within the generous green landscape.
RESIDENTIAL MATERIALITY PRECEDENTS
The architecture of the old warehouses, built predominantly in brick to house the
shoe making industries, could be used to inform the materiality of the architecture. A
textured red brick is selected, reminiscent of the tones of the leather tannery which
once inhabited the site may be appropriate. The traditional brick details, which were
used to define openings and thresholds, have been re-interpreted in a contemporary
style to provide visual relief to the elevations facing the riverside.

GASOMETER BRICKWORK ON SITE

PLOT 01

PLOT 03

PLOT 02

PLOT 04

PLOT 04A

PLOT 04B

PLOT 04C

FOOT MEADOW

KEY PLAN PLOT 04
GASLIGHT CO. BRICKWORK
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PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL ELEVATION

VISUALISATION TAKEN FROM THE RIVER LOOKING TOWARDS THE SITE
Four Waterside Feasibility Study
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9. PUBLIC REALM

The mixed use development plots are seamlessly connected through a dynamic
and engaging public realm strategy which provides shared surfaces in-between the
buildings to allow pedestrians to connect to the building frontages and infiltrate down
through the site towards the riverside.
There are two key nodes either side of Plot 02 which join onto the main boulevard,
this is the primary route across the site which runs along the same east/west axis as
the river. The route provides a spacious, tree lined boulevard which complements
the commercial blocks and buffers the commercial use from the residential blocks
adjacent. A landscape strategy is integrated alongside the residential accommodation
to the river edge, creating a seamless connection to the riverside which allows the site
to become an extension of Foot Meadow beyond.

PLOT 01

PLOT 03

PLOT 02

PLOT 04

PLOT 04A

PLOT 04B

PLOT 04C

FOOT MEADOW

KEY PLAN PUBLIC REALM CONCEPT
VISUALISATION SHOWING TREE-LINED EAST/WEST BOULEVARD
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